
HUMAN 
LOYALTY® 
BLUEPRINT

BUILDING CONSUMER LOYALTY IS AN  
ENTERPRISE-WIDE STRATEGY  
Loyalty is more than a marketing program; it’s the outcome of all experiences that a consumer has with your brand. 
However, many brands experience roadblocks in delivering personalization across the total customer experience. Some 
are limited by programs that are solely transactional in nature, or a need for more first-party data, and have difficulty 
integrating their marketing technology stack. 

We can help

Successful consumer loyalty requires a strategy that’s central to your business. Our Human Loyalty vision recognizes 
that loyalty must be earned: first through a great product or service, and then through emotional bonding. Ranging from 
points-based loyalty and rebate programs to gamification, promotions, and surprise and delight offers, our solutions allow 
you to connect with people and reward them on their terms.

Start with a Human Loyalty Blueprint

We don’t believe in cookie-cutter loyalty solutions. Our experienced consultants partner with you to develop tailored 
loyalty and consumer engagement solutions using our proven framework.  A truly collaborative approach, Blueprints 
deliver a complete strategy and execution plan.



Blueprint Engagement Components

•   Strategic execution plan

•   KPIs and audience alignment

•   Evolved solution concept and value proposition

The truth about customer loyalty

•  #1 cause of dissatisfaction with loyalty programs is the time it takes to earn a reward

•  35% of consumers would like to be able to unlock additional features or utilize tools to find the right product

•  86% of consumers would like to be able to select the benefits and rewards they receive

•   59% of consumers indicate that the most important way a brand can interact with them is through surprise offers  
and gifts

The Merkle Difference

•   Our Approach: We leverage human-centered design frameworks, combined with data, analytics, and loyalty 
technologies, to help create highly personalized offerings that improve consumer lives and earn brand trust.   

•   We Deliver: The deliverable is an innovative value proposition, solution, and execution plan for programmatic 
loyalty solutions — whether you are launching something for the first time or evolving a legacy program. We include 
deep financial modeling to reveal cost structure and ROI as well as provide a comprehensive business case for 
internal  
buy-in.

READY TO GET STARTED?

Contact us for a Blueprint consultation at marketing@merkleinc.com

Human Loyalty Blueprint Framework

Understand The Opportunity

DISCOVERY STRATEGY DESIGN ALIGN EXECUTE OPTIMIZE

Define The Solution Program Build In Market

From understanding the opportunity across stakeholders, market landscape, and success measures to defining the 
full loyalty solution including value proposition, user experience, execution plan, and business case, we provide a 
360-degree view of the solution.
 

•   Rewards/incentives plan

•   Measurement plan

•   Financial modeling and ROI analysis


